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Direct Imaging of Nearby Exoplanets with a Small Size
Telescope:
Telescope to Observe Planetary Systems (TOPS)



TOPS overview

Originally proposed as a
DISCOVERY-class mission:
 1.2m diameter off-axis telescope -> If sized at ~2m, can detect &

characterize Exo-Earths
 0.4 – 0.9 micron spectral coverage / R~20
 High contrast coronagraphic imaging of a narrow field of view with

efficient PIAA coronagraph
 Active primary mirror -> thermal actuation
 Efficient wavefront control scheme
 Extremely stable Optical Telescope Assembly (OTA)
Ongoing technology development

High contrast coronagraphic 
imaging of the immediate 
environment of nearby stars



TOPS Optical Telescope Assembly



Providing a stable environment for
high contrast imaging

Earth-trailing orbit (Spitzer-like)
receding at ~0.11 AU per year
3-year mission baseline
(5-year would be possible)

Disturbance-free payload
OTA “floats” within the spacecraft
with no mechanical contact.
Electromagnets control OTA 
position & pointing within 
spacecraft



Coronagraph Choice & Performance
Why a PIAA coronagraph ?

What science can we do with choices of
coronagraph architectures / telescope size ?

Ongoing technology development
How to get there ?



Nearly 100% throughput
100% search area
small (<2 lambda/d) Inner Working Angle



Many Coronagraph Choices...



Problem: stars are not points !
Sun diameter ~1% of 1 AU
If 1AU=2 l/d, Stellar radius ~ 0.01 l/d

Wavefront control cannot solve it

Fundamental physics
tells us limits of
coronagraphy
Guyon, Pluzhnik, Kuchner, Collins & Ridgway  2006, ApJS 167, 81



1.2 m telescope with TPF baseline
coronagraph sees dust but not planet
found by TOPS

PIAA’s advanced technology is equivalent to 2x to 3x increase in telescope
diameter  (2m PIAA ~ 4m BL8 ~ 5m CPA)

– allows great science with TOPS affordable aperture

Coronagraph Choice

Best coronagraphs are less technologically mature.
There are huge performance differences between coronagraphs.

For example, Conventional Pupil 
Apodization (CPA) has 1/10th the 
throughput of PIAA. 
Amount of starlight detected by PIAA @ 
1.5 l/d = CPA @ 4.2 l/d.

Other benefits of high-perf. Coronagraphs:
- better angular resolution
  -> less exozodi/zodi mixed with planet
  -> less confusion, smaller # of revisits
needed
   -> faster active AO correction leads to 
better wavefront quality



Example:
HIP 56997 (G8 star at 9.54pc)
0.55 micron, 0.1 micron band
Planet at maximum elongation (80 mas)
Earth albedo = 0.3 (C=6e9)
4h exposure, 0.25 throughput, perfect detector

Exozodi : 1 zodi
System observed at time when zodi is minimal

Each image is 20x20 lambda/d







Effective exposure times in 0.5-0.6 micron band

50 % WFC overhead
50 % mission overhead
20 % Quantum Efficiency
x 6 observations

2 yr mission time
-> 260 hr effective time available
 40 targets @ > 74% detection
or 22 targets @ > 98.5% detection

~$1B        ~$2B            ~$??B



Planet characterization with TOPS 16 spectral channels



PIAA Coronagraph Technology Development

Subaru Telescope/NAOJ

Ground-based Space
NASA JPL
Navigator program

MEXT (Japan)
NASA Ames
TOPS partnership

Main funding sources

Testbed @ Subaru Telescope
Ground-based coronagraphic ExAO project
2nd generation PIAA design & manufacturing
Space projects studies: TOPS, TPF-C, SPICA



PIAA mirror lab demo (JPL & NAOJ funding)
Extreme-UV lithography technology enables PIAA optics
manufacturing



Hybrid PIAA/conventional apodization is best
 -> Optics easier to manufacture
 -> Good achromaticity

Pointing is critical
 -> Continuous pointing 
corrections
 







Lab results with PIAA coronagraph + FPAO

Step 1: phase diversity -> DM correction



Lab results with PIAA coronagraph + FPAO

So far, ~6.5e-7 contrast



mK Temperature control -> greatly improved 
wavefront stability
PSF centering to 0.01 l/d in closed loop

See poster
by J. Totems



Future tests & 2nd generation PIAA

We are acquiring a 2nd generation PIAA
improved optical quality & better design (lessons 

learned with 1st generation PIAA)
improved achromaticity

Moving to tests in Vacuum – putting PIAA into HCIT

Testing PIAA fed by large mirror (~1m) in vacuum for
end-to-end test at 1e-10 contrast

NASA Ames / TOPS partnership / JPL



Subaru Telescope Coronagraphic ExAO system

1 l/d IWA (50% throughput point)
~100% throughput except for coatings



Subaru Telescope Coronagraphic ExAO system



Wavefront control strategy

Keep telescope as stable as possible

Continuous correction (no roll subtraction)
USE EVERY PHOTON IN OPTIMAL WAY

(PIAA helps with high throughput and good 
angular resolution)

Use telemetry data to differentiate speckles from
 planet

-> smooth contrast vs. wavefront stability curve



Low Order Wavefront Sensor (LOWFS)

LOWFS  performance

Small (<<lambda) wavefront error produces large flux changes
in the LOWFS images



Wavefront control accuracy : must be able to “dial” wavefront 
correction to <x> pm accuracy
Wavefront stability: within ~10x sampling time, wavefront must 
be stable to <x> pm (no vibrations or non-calibrated drifts)
Wavefront chromaticity: across each individual spectral band, 
wavefront chromaticity must be less than <x> pm (diffraction 
propagation between mirrors is a problem)

How good does it need to be ?



Science vs. Telescope size:

TOPS at 1.2m can see a few “super-Earths” + colors
Hard to fit within Discovery class

“TOPS2”, at 2m, can detect Earth-like planets with some 
characterization (colors)

Spectroscopy to ~1 micron would require 4m with very high 
throughput

Concepts exist to do this – ongoing active technology dev,

Conclusions


